Yap et al.^[@CR1]^ present two criticisms of our recent analysis^[@CR2]^ of the genetic architecture of male pattern baldness (MPB)^[@CR2]^. First they note our earlier study in ref.^[@CR2]^ overestimated SNP heritability (hereafter heritability) by excluding people in category two on the UK Biobank scale. We agree, heritability should have been reported as 0.64 not 0.94. This arose for a natural, if mistaken for this purpose, desire to categorize subjects clearly on a binary scale, and thus exclude indeterminate subjects. Their second criticism is that we overestimated the proportion of heritability explained by the 71 loci that have been identified. We stand by the broad conclusion that about one-third of the genetic effects (on a baldness trait dichotomized as category 1 versus 2, 3, or 4) are explained by the 71-locus SNP score.

In principle, the proportion of polygenic variance explained by the SNP score can be evaluated in the following three possible ways: (1) as the ratio of the phenotypic variance explained by the SNP score to the variance explained by polygenic effects; (2) as the ratio between the heritability due to the SNPs and the baseline heritability estimate; or (3) as ratio of the reduction in polygenic variance in a model that includes the SNP score to the polygenic variance in a model that does not include this fixed effect (see Supplementary Method for details). These three methods should give the same result if the residual variance and the phenotypic variance do not change between the models with and without the SNPs.

Yap et al. have used the first method, and estimate that the 107 SNPs from 71 loci explain about 15--20% of variation in total liability. Our own estimate using the same method is 20% on the liability scale, close to theirs, implying that about 31% of the total heritability of 0.61 is explained by the SNP score. Our article, however, reported an estimate by method (2), in which the ratio of the difference in heritability in models including and excluding the SNP to the baseline heritability was 38%. Including category two did not change this estimate (Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} method (2)). Of course, to evaluate predictive performance requires an independent test dataset, beyond the scope of both our original study^[@CR2]^ and the correspondence^[@CR1]^.

GCTA implements a mixed linear model and therefore estimates phenotypic variance from the variances of the random effects in the model. Therefore, the estimated phenotypic variances from models with different fixed effects (i.e., with and without the SNP predictor) are different. We thus applied method (3) which is not affected by the same issue as it works on the absolute and not relative scale (see Supplementary Method) and gives an even greater estimate of 45%. Given the limitations of fitting mixed linear models to a binary trait to estimate the parameter of interest, it is not easy to be certain which is the best one. However, irrespective of which is used, our conclusion that we can explain a relatively large proportion of heritability using SNPs from only 71 loci is still valid.

Having now corrected the error in the estimation of heritability, we thus believe that the remainder of the results and conclusions are still valid, including in particular that we can explain a large proportion of the genetic variance using a relatively small number of SNPs. Furthermore, our identification and replication of several new loci for MBP remains accurate and increases the understanding and biological interpretation whilst highlighting the shared genetics with other traits.
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